68 camaro dash

Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Product Reproduction of the original Casco type cigarette lighter assembly
designed for use on various GM models. Includes the cigarette lighter knob and element and
features the correct screen printed lit cigarette icon on View Product Details. Product K These
clips allow the liner to be aligned and attached in place with mounting Add an additional 12V
power outlet to your vehicle with a universal fit 12 volt power outlet assembly with cover. The
plastic cover prevents dirt and moisture from entering the socket. This dependable source of
12V power, These clips allow the liner to be attached in place with mounting screws sold
separately. Universal fit Casco type cigarette lighter assembly designed for a variety of models.
Designed as a universal fit item. Will fit virtually any Casco Reproduction Casco style 1" lighter
element without knob to fit a wide variety of vehicles. Replaces Mopar part element. Correct
element to repair GM part 's , Replacing the old or worn out lighter Replacing the old or worn
out lighter element can allow your lighter to work again! Reproduction lighter receiver for a
variety of GM and Mopar vehicles originally equipped with the Casco style cigarette lighters.
The lighter receiver is mounted in the dash, which the knob and element are inserted into.
Reproduction of the cigarette lighter knob for use with Casco type element for Camaro and
other GM models equipped with the Casco style lighter. Includes the lighter knob without the
element. Features the correct Reproduction of the Casco type cigarette lighter knob for Camaro
and other GM models equipped with the Casco style lighter. Includes the knob only. Features
the correct injection molded knob with leather grain and Reproduction of the original hazard
knob set found on a wide variety of GM models. Each set includes a knob, release collar,
tension spring, and screw. Manufactured in black injection molded ABS, the release collar
Product A. Correct reproduction Rochester cigarette lighter with knob for various GM vehicles.
Designed to fit the rochester lighter housings in the dash on some vehicles, and in the rear seat
arm rest in other vehicles Reproduction of the original lighter housing receiver fits a wide
variety of vehicles that came equipped with Casco style cigarette lighters with 1" tall element.
The lighter housing is mounted in the dash, and in most GM Includes a complete set of correct
mounting screws required to install the inner dash glove box assembly on the vehicles listed
below. You'll get the original style screws for a detailed appearance. Each set includes Product
MG Eliminate tach signal noise and surges caused by your ignition system with this compact
and easy-to-install tachometer filter. This filter installs between the tachometer and the signal
source and modifies the signal for Reproduction of the original Casco type cigarette lighter
assembly for a variety of Chevrolet, Pontiac, GMC and Oldsmobile models equipped with a 1"
Casco style receiver. Includes the correct reproduction knob and Correct reproduction of the
original cigarette lighter heating element designed for various GM models and other classic
vehicle models from with Rochester lighters. This element will replace the non-working original
Features OEM colors and grain pattern for an original appearance. Includes correct mounting
hardware. Simply remove the screws from under the Product W. Each vinyl wrapped dash pad
features a Madrid grain vinyl vacuum formed over a foam core center with a rigid Reproduction
of the original style Oil - Brake lens used on the speedometer for Camaro and Firebird models.
Reproduction steel dash pad clips for Camaro models. These clips are mounted to the lower
front face of the instrument dash panel as the anchor point for the lower dash pad leg clips.
Manufactured from stamped spring Reproduction of the original dash gauge lens designed for
use with Camaro and Firebird models with console gauges and tachometer. The lens is installed
directly over the speedometer and tachometer gauge on the dash Excellent reproduction of the
original glove box emblem originally installed on all Camaro models. Manufactured in zinc
die-cast metal replicating the original in appearance, quality and design. Features correctly
Each gauge is manufactured to exact factory specifications including a stamped steel backing
with correct mounting Reproduction of the original Tic-Toc-Tachometer designed for use with
Camaro models with the optional RPO code U17 special instrumentation package. Reproduction
of the original dash bezels designed for use with Camaro and Firebird models. Each bezel is
manufactured in injection molded ABS that features a bright chrome plated finish. Each
reproduction is accurate to Each dash pad is manufactured in modern urethane materials to
OEM specifications. Features correct grain and proper seam Reproduction of the original
printed circuit designed for use with Chevrolet Camaro models that included the optional
tic-toc-tachometer. Each printed circuit is meticulously manufactured to exact factory
specifications Reproduction of the original dash carrier gauge lens designed for use on Camaro
and Firebird models. Manufactured in quality acrylic clear lens material to exact factory
specifications. The lens is installed directly Exact reproduction of the original center dash panel
designed for use with Camaro models with air conditioning. Manufactured in quality stamped
aluminum featuring a walnut woodgrain insert correctly installed with Reproduction of the
original Tic-Toc-Tachometer designed for use with Camaro models with ci, or ci engines. Each

dash pad molding is manufactured in polished stainless steel replicating the For use with RPO
code U15 speed warning indicator option. Features the Oil and Brake lenses along with a green
Each speedometer is manufactured to factory specifications and features the Oil and Brake
Correct injection molded clear acrylic console gauge lens designed for use Camaro, Nova,
Ventura, and GTO models. Sold individually. Note: Reuse the Lens covers the lamps at the
bottom of the fuel gauge and features the correct lettering Reproduction of the original ash tray
retainer bracket and housing unit designed for use with Camaro and Firebird models. This
retainer mounts into the dash and will allow correct installation of the dash ash tray Quality
reproduction of the original center dash panel designed for use on Camaro and Firebird models.
Each center panel is manufactured to factory specifications in quality stamped aluminum
featuring bright polished Reproduction of the original dash glove box door designed for use on
Camaro and Firebird models. Each glove box is stamped in steel to the correct factory
configuration. Will mount as original using the original Product A Reproduction of th eoriginal
glove box door hinge designed for use on Camaro and Firebird models. Each hinge is
manufactured in stamped steel using correct gauge metal that replicates the original in fit and
Product C Reproduction of the original clips that mount the dash carrier assembly to the dash
on Camaro and Firebird models. Clips are manufactured to factory specifications allowing the
carrier unit to install same as Reproduction of the original screws designed to install the
instrument gauge bezel on Camaro and Firebird models. This phillips head screw is supplied in
black phosphate and matches the original OE design. Headlamp hi-beam indicator bulb
housing, red lens, ground strap, and mounting screws for Camaro and Firebird models. Mounts
on the upper portion of the rear section of the dash instrument carrier assembly. The ground
Product V. Get the high performance look in your Camaro with this complete, pre-assembled
gauge cluster assembly. Reproduction of the original silver-faced console gauge assembly
designed for use on Camaro models Reproduction of the original black-faced console gauge
assembly designed for use on Product KR. Quality reproduction of the original center dash
panel designed for use on Camaro and Firebird models without in-dash radios. Each center
panel is manufactured to factory specifications in quality stamped aluminum Reproduction of
the original center dash panel retainer designed for use on the center dash section to hold the
plate onto the dash. Each retainer is manufactured in injection molded ABS replicating the
original in appearance Close Notification. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select
Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Glove Box Insert Clip. All Categories Dash Components.
General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during
normal business hours. Facebook YouTube Instagram Twitter. Please expect shipping and
customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product H Have
you been looking for a dash solution for your vehicle, but just cannot find anything you like or
that is cost effective? No need to look any further as Holley has created a full color touch
screen dash that includes View Product Details. Product W This universal ignition switch panel
is a great solution for hot rods, race cars, or customized muscle cars. Polished aluminum panel.
Toggle switch with cover? Toggle switch without cover? Product CS. Don't be fooled by
imitations with carbon fiber "look", This is the real deal! This replaces the original with a REAL
carbon fiber instrument carrier designed to accept two aftermarket 5" gauges. Mounts just like
factory. Product Product C Add performance instrumentation and give your dash a stunning
look with these custom billet gauge adapters. These billet aluminum gauge adapters allow you
to install most high performance aftermarket gauges into your stock This panel is available for
you to use to install your choice of gauges. Note:Modifications required. Must drill holes for
hi-beam indicator and turn signal This center panel is intended to be used with a matching dash
panel sold Product DDT. Dakota Digital Series III instrument systems offer the latest
technologies and features for your classic. Built with high-brightness vacuum flourescent
displays, this dash cluster offers a lifetime of trouble-free use while This center panel is
intended to be used with a matching dash panel sold separately. Bolt-in dash panel for Camaro
and Firebird models. Designed to allow the end-user t
240 volt photocell wiring diagram
1992 gmc sierra fuel pump
speedway wiring harness
o mount custom gauges into the stock gauge location. Product DDB. Product DDCB. Offering a
footprint of the same size as the Vintage Air controller and direct plug-in Product DDCR.
Product DD Manufactured from acrylic material with texturesd silver face replicates brushed
aluminum appearance for a budget-friendly alternative. Gear indicator plate measures Gear shift
position sending unit for use with all Dakota Digital Instrument Systems with gear shift position
indicators. Enhance your digital dash panel display by adding this light dimmer to adjust the

dimming feature built into your digital instrument system for night time driving. This aluminum
knob and bezel works only with the Dakota Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years
Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Aftermarket Dash Kits
Customer Service. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems
with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

